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Chapter 30 
Contact and Borrowing 
Francesco Gardani 
 
30.1 Introduction 
Language contact describes that state of affairs in which speakers of different languages have 
some kind of linguistic interaction with each other. The circumstances under which this may 
happen differ in nature and extent and include individual multilingualism, societal 
multilingualism, and even mere exposure to other languages via, for example, the media or 
the sacred texts. Thus language contact is a phenomenon which is at the base of potential 
changes in language, viz. contact-induced change, whose extent may vary considerably 
depending on the degree of multilingual interaction itself. The study of language contact is 
therefore of crucial importance to our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of 
language. A fundamental process and result of contact-induced language change is borrowing. 
This has rightly been considered one of the principal sources of language change, along with 
sound change and analogy (see Anttila 1989; Bybee 2015:248) and consequently it plays a 
decisive role in the field of contact linguistics. The Romance languages have the potential to 
contribute substantially to this area of investigation, since they have a wide geospatial 
distribution, a long history of contact with several typologically diverse languages, and are 
abundantly documented. As a matter of fact, the Romance linguistic landscape cuts across 
multiple possible contact setting types, including: contact between languages of one family 
(Romance) and a different one (non-Romance); contact between languages of the same 
family; settings in which a Romance language is the recipient language (RL); others in which 
a Romance language is the source language (SL); settings in which an SL is either a substrate 
(e.g., Semitic on Sicilian on Pantelleria, see §30.3.3) or a superstrate (e.g., Latin/Romance on 
Greek in southern Italy in ancient and Byzantine periods) or an adstrate (English on 
contemporary Italian); locally circumscribed contact (e.g., Raeto-Romance and German); 
areal formation (e.g., Romance in the Balkans); long-term contact settings, such as those 
between Spanish and the indigenous languages of the Americas; short-term contact settings 
originating in migration (e.g., Romanian in contact with Italian in Italy); and finally, settings 
such as overseas explorations and colonial processes favouring the genesis of creoles (e.g., 
Portuguese-lexifier creoles). Of course, language contact also concerns and affects sign 
languages, for which the reader is referred to Quinto-Pozos and Adam (2015) and Zeshan and 
Webster (forthcoming), for an overview and references. Given these facts, the empirical 
evidence for contact-induced change involving Romance is abundant, as reflected by an 
impressive body of published work, although mostly dealing with individual case studies 
(e.g., Drewes 1994; Breu 2008; Remberger 2011; Ralli 2012; 2013; Dal Negro 2013; 
Adamou, Breu, Scholze, and Shen 2016; Saade in preparation; 2016).  
 Another reason for which the Romance family qualifies as an ideal testbed for language 
contact studies is that the Romance languages are among themselves diverse enough to be 
appealing for crosslinguistic generalizations and at the same time, homogenous enough to 
ensure comparability between a Romance ‘common ground’ and all possible sorts of contact 
languages. However, this great potential has remained largely unexploited in one main 
respect: the Romance data have not been used in their entirety to test theories of contact-
induced language change and in particular borrowing. The present chapter takes up this 
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challenge and, by drawing on empirical evidence from a broad range of Romance varieties, 
aims to outline contact-induced grammatical change and provide a critical assessment of the 
state-of-the-art in research on borrowing as a key mechanism of contact-induced language 
change and variation. 
 This chapter is structured as follows. Section 30.2 is devoted to the effects that language 
contact can exert on grammar and details the difference between innovative and conservative 
effects, as well as that between addition and loss. Section 30.3 discusses borrowing as the 
basic mechanism leading to change, distinguishing between RL and SL agentivity, and 
between matter borrowing and pattern borrowing. The ensuing subsections are dedicated to 
phonological borrowing (§30.3.1), prosodic borrowing (§30.3.2), morphological borrowing 
(§30.3.3) and syntactic borrowing (§30.3.4). Section 30.4 discusses the upper limits of 
borrowing, specifically in terms of areal formation and mixed language genesis. Section 30.5 
reviews a number of  main predictors of grammatical borrowing by providing evidence, both 
for and against, involving Romance languages, and Section 30.6 critically addresses issues 
concerning the so-called borrowability hierarchies.  
 
30.2 Effects of language contact 
Language contact typically involves individual users, or a whole speech community, 
acquainted with at least two languages. The grammatical systems of these two languages 
might be incongruent, in one way or another, and to different degrees. What happens in this 
case? In principle, nothing needs to happen to languages in contact, in the spirit of Keenan’s 
(2002) principle of ‘inertia’ (see also Roberts 2017 and for a critique of Longobardi’s 2001 
implementation, see Waldken 2012): ‘[t]hings stay as they are unless acted upon by an outside 
force or Decay’ (Keenan 2002:327). Often, however, contact does affect at least one of the 
languages in contact. To take one concrete case, several Mayan languages have borrowed 
vocabulary items from Spanish, displaying consonantal clusters in word-initial position, for 
example cruz /krus/ ‘cross’. In Mayan languages, however, word-initial consonantal clusters 
are not admitted. Therefore, two scenarios are possible: the RL either accepts the phonotactic 
rule of the SL, that is, the new word is taken over just as it is, or it accommodates the system-
incongruent loanword to fit into its own phonological system: the latter scenario is 
‘phonological accommodation’ (Lehiste 1988:2), which is often accomplished by deletion, 
addition, or recombination of certain sounds. In the case of Spanish cruz in the Mayan RLs 
the second scenario obtained. Accordingly, Ch’ol accommodated the Spanish loanword as rus 
by deleting the inital consonantal segment, and Tzotzil rendered it as kurus by breaking the 
consonant cluster via vowel insertion (Campbell 1996:98). Evidently, phonological 
accommodation (but also morphological accommodation, see Gardani 2013; 2019) is just an 
adjustment imposed by the existing phonological system and importantly, it does not lead to 
any change in an RL. As we will see below, the real manifestation of change in an RL occurs 
whenever alien forms and patterns are added to the native stock and inventory or are 
eliminated from it. In other cases, when in an RL variables exist to realize a feature (for 
instance, when more than one form compete for one and the same output, see Gardani, Rainer, 
and Luschützky 2019) change can manifest itself through the fact that the weak competitors 
are maintained under the influence of an SL which has similar or parallel forms and 
structures, rather than being abandoned in favour of stronger competitors. In our Mayan-
Spanish contact case, the alien phonotactic rule was not accepted into the native system, 
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however a change did occur at the level of the lexicon, namely a new word became part of the 
lexical inventory of the RLs. It is noteworthy that language contact is often just an accomplice 
that ‘could be considered to have, at best, a trigger effect, releasing or accelerating 
developments which mature independently’ (Weinreich 1953:25). 
 In the literature, one comes upon lists of several types of contact effects, such as, for 
example, convergence and divergence (Braunmüller and House 2009), language attrition 
(Schmid and Köpke 2019), language decay (Sasse 1992), language genesis (Lefebvre 2015), 
language shift (Fishman 1964). All of these, however, practically boil down to representing 
varying degrees of two ontologically basic types of effects affecting an RL: innovative effects 
and conservative effects. Both the lexicon and the grammar can be subject to them. Contact-
induced innovation occurs when an SL feeds an RL (addition) or when an SL bleeds an RL 
(loss). 
 Specifically, addition consists in a linguistic element (form, feature, pattern) of the SL 
being added to the RL, such as the introduction of novel grammatical oppositions. Such a case 
has seemingly been the phonemicization of voiced fricatives in early Middle English because 
of massive loanword imports from Anglo-Norman (Jagemann 1884:67) and later central 
French: the phonematic inventory of Old English included the fricatives /f/, /θ/, and /s/, 
whereas their voiced counterparts, [v], [ð], and [z], had allophonic status and only appeared in 
voiced environments (1c) (Minkova 2014:90). Only in Middle English times, partly due to 
Romance input (1b), did a phonological opposition emerge, as minimal pairs such as native 
ferry vs borrowed very in (1a) bear witness (see further Minkova 2011 and Hickey 2016:206). 
 
1 a  Early Middle English ferry very 
 b  Anglo-Norman fer ‘iron’ ver ‘to see’ 
 c  Old English wulf [wulf] ‘wolf’ wulfas [wulvas] ‘wolves’ 
 
 An RL can also lose a feature under the influence of an SL, because that feature does not 
exist in the SL. Loss can affect a concrete lexeme or formative or an abstract pattern, such as 
an agreement pattern. In a study on the linguistic effects of Swiss German-Romansh 
bilingualism in central Grisons, Weinreich (2011:322) observed that bilingual children would 
produce sentences such as (2a), displaying the citation form of the adjective cotschen ‘red’ 
(/koʧan/). Those children thus failed to realize the mandatory Romansh rule which requires 
subject agreement on predicative adjectives to yield (2c), in which the adjective is marked 
feminine singular. The reason is that they replicated the Swiss German pattern (2b), in which 
this kind of agreement rule is absent. 

 
2 a Romansh RL  /la  ʧaˈpɛʧa  ɛ ˈkoʧan/ 
     DET.FSG hat.F   is red 
 b Swiss German  /dr  huat   iʃ ro:t/ 
     DET.MSG hat.M   is red  
 c Romansh  /la  ʧaˈpɛʧa  ɛ ˈkoʧna/ 
     DET.FSG hat.F   is red.FSG 
     ‘The hat is red.’ 
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 Thus far, we have seen cases in which language contact has had innovative effects on an 
RL, in one or another way. However, language contact can also inhibit change, that is, it has 
conservative effects. It can promote the retention of a grammatical feature, preventing internal 
developments when variants that are otherwise recessive in varieties not affected by contact 
are maintained, or conversely, inhibit the emergence of a feature. Enrique-Arias (2010) has 
shown that contact with Catalan has produced a conservative effect on the varieties of Spanish 
spoken on the island of Majorca: he observes that a number of features attested in Majorcan 
Spanish are recessive in general Spanish. One such feature is strict negative concord requiring 
a preverbal negator even in the presence of a fronted negative polarity item (3a) (data from 
Enrique-Arias 2010:106f.). Enrique-Arias shows that strict negative concord (as well as other 
features) was a possible variable of Spanish when the language was introduced into the island 
(cf. old Spanish in 3c), and convincingly argues that this feature has most likely been retained 
because of the existence of parallel structures in Catalan (3d). 
 
3 a  Majorcan Spanish En ningún momento no se=ha planteado…   
   in no moment NEG CL=has planned 

  ‘She has at no point considered [resigning].’ 
 b  Standard Spanish Nadie (**no) ha venido. 

  nobody NEG has come 
 c Old Spanish nadi no l diessen posada. 

  nobody NEG =3MSG.DAT give lodging 
  ‘[that] nobody should give him a place to rest.’ 

 d Catalan Ningú no ha vingut. 
  nobody NEG has come 
  ‘Nobody has come.’ 

 
 In a totally different sociogeographic context, the same old Spanish strict negative concord 
pattern was retained in Paraguayan Spanish (4a) due to contact with Guarani (4b), which 
employs it as a standard construction (Granda 1991). 
 
4 a Paraguayan Spanish Nada no dije. 
   nothing NEG say.PST.1SG 
 b Guarani Mba'eve nda-'ei. 
   nothing NEG-say.PST. 1SG  
 c Standard Spanish Nada dije         / No dije  nada. 
   nothing say.PST. 1.SG     NEG say.PST.1.SG nothing 
   ‘I said nothing.’ 
 
 We have seen which general effects language contact can have on an RL. We have, 
however, not yet asked what mechanisms lead to innovative or conservative effects. As far as 
conservative effects are concerned, it appears clear that the existence of parallel structures, or 
identical forms, in the languages in contact has a stabilizing effect and can foster their 
maintenance. On the other hand, the absence of a feature in one contact language is mimicked 
in the other. As for innovative effects, however, change occurs mainly through the 
mechanisms of codeswitching and borrowing, the latter the topic of discussion in §30.3. 
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 Note furthermore that while in this chapter I almost exclusively take a systemic perspective 
on language change (for a similar perspective, see also Sala 1998; 2013), other authors adopt 
an activity-oriented approach to contact-induced language change based on an understanding 
of language as the practice of communicative interaction, organized at the level of discourse, 
rather than in terms of a system. For example, Matras (2012:22) claims that contact 
phenomena ‘are the product of language-processing in goal-oriented communicative 
interaction’ and enable, rather than interfere with, the communicative activity. According to 
Matras, the bilingual speaker has a more complex repertoire of communicative structures than 
the monolingual speaker, and is keen to exploit it in its entirety; on the other hand, a bilingual 
speaker has to select the options that are contextually appropriate and abandon those that are 
not on the basis of a ‘selection and inhibition mechanism’ (for a critique, see Gardani 2014).  
 
30.3 Borrowing 
Probably the most famous classification of mechanisms of lexical and grammatical transfer is 
the distinction between borrowing and substratum interference proposed by Thomason and 
Kaufman (1988): as they explain, borrowing is associated with situations of language 
maintenance, whereas interference is related to situations of imperfect learning and language 
shift. Simultaneously, van Coetsem (1988) formulated another dichotomy: borrowing vs 
imposition (see also van Coetsem 2000). While apparently similar, the two dichotomous pairs 
are, in fact, fundamentally different. Van Coetsem’s two types of transfer are conceived in 
terms of agentivity, a concept which is based on the notion of linguistic dominance (Lucas 
2015:522 has criticized van Coetsem’s (lack of) definition of ‘dominance/dominant’, while 
research on language control mechanisms — Costa, Branzi, and Ávila 2016 — provides 
supporting evidence for the psycholinguistic role of dominance). While the direction of 
transfer is obviously always from an SL to an RL, the agents of change can be speakers of 
either language. Borrowing occurs when the agents are dominant in the language into which 
they transfer (RL agentivity), while imposition occurs when agents are dominant in the 
language from which they transfer (SL agentivity). However, in many contact situations RL 
agentivity and SL agentivity are complementary, and not exclusive. Van Coetsem’s model 
contemplates a third scenario in which the distinction between the two transfer types is 
neutralized. Such a case has been identified by Winford (2005:408) in the case of Asia Minor 
Greek famously described by Dawkins (1916). Winford claims that Greek-dominant 
bilinguals implemented RL agentivity, while Turkish-dominant bilinguals implemented SL 
agentivity, at the same time. In addition, at the level of intra-individual bilingualism, ‘some 
bilinguals may have implemented both types simultaneously’ (for discussion and examples, 
see van Coetsem 1990:261-64). 
 Ideally, when studying cases of contact-induced change, one should have to detail the 
agentivity types at play in each specific case. It goes without saying that, whenever 
information concerning the dynamics of agentivity is available, it ought to be provided. 
Unfortunately, the dynamics of language contact are rarely documented in such a precise way 
as to allow us to know exactly what the mechanism was. Alternatively, one could resort to the 
differential linguistic outcomes of different contact settings, as predicted, for example, by 
Thomason and Kaufman (1988:37-45). But these predictions are probabilistic and as such 
might produce circular judgements. For these reasons, I prefer to operate with ‘borrowing’ as 
an overarching term ‘to refer to a process whereby a language acquires some structural 
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property from another language’ (Moravcsik 1978:99), whatever mechanism of transfer was 
at play. While precise demarcations between codeswitching and borrowing are generally 
regarded as difficult to identify, I concur with Haspelmath (2009:40) that ‘[c]ode-switching is 
not a kind of contact-induced language change, but rather a kind of contact-induced speech 
behavior’. Also, Meakins (2013:187) has pointed to the artificial character of this 
differentiation, which is likely to mirror the separation between historical linguistics —
focusing on language change —  and contact linguistics — focusing on the bilingual 
individual. 
 The term borrowing is mostly associated with lexical borrowing, i.e., the borrowing of 
lexical material. No doubt this is the most evident and probably the most frequent type, and 
the literature on lexical borrowing is enormous (for a selection of inspired studies, see, for 
example, Hope 1971; Malkiel 1975; Miller 2006; 2012; Haspelmath and Tadmor 2009; 
Durkin 2014; Queiroz de Barros 2018). However, as the above examples have shown, 
borrowing may also affect the grammar of an RL. Grammatical borrowing refers to the 
adoption of grammatical elements and/or patterns of an SL in an RL, given a situation of 
contact between speakers of two languages. The elements and/or patterns can involve all 
levels of grammar, phonetics, phonology, prosody, morphology, morphosyntax, and syntax. 
In this sense, grammatical borrowing is complementary to lexical borrowing. In the following 
subsections, I will focus on specific subtypes of grammatical borrowing according to the areas 
of grammar affected by language contact. Before doing so, one central distinction (which, in 
fact, concerns both lexical and grammatical borrowing) has to be introduced, viz. matter 
borrowing vs pattern borrowing (adopting the terminology coined by Matras and Sakel 
2007b; Sakel 2007). 
 Matter borrowing is the borrowing of an actual formative along with its meaning/function. 
It can be exemplified with the Spanish-origin suffix -s (5b), which in Bolivian Quechua 
replaces the native suffix -kuna (5c) to encode nominal plural and which is obligatorily used 
on native Quechua bases (5a) (Bolivian Quechua data from Muysken 2012:33f., based on 
Urioste 1964) in (5). 
 
5 a Bolivian Quechua algu  algu-s   
 b Spanish perro  perro-s 
 c Quechua allqu  allqu-kuna 
   dog  dogs-PL 
   ‘dog’  ‘dogs’ 
 
 Pattern borrowing is the borrowing of abstract structures or of rules. It can be exemplified 
with the periphrastic realization of the comparative in Molise Croatian (6a) according to an 
Italian model (6b), as opposed to synthetic comparative formation in Standard Croatian (6c) 
(Breu 1996:26). 

 
6 a Molise Croatian veče  lip 
 b Italian più bello 
   more pretty 
 c Croatian ljepši 
   pretty.CMPR 
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   ‘prettier’ 
 
As we will see in §30.4, pattern borrowing represents the principal factor in the diffusion of 
structural traits and the development of linguistic areas. 
 
30.3.1 Phonological borrowing 
As observed in §30.2, very often speakers of RLs accommodate system-incongruent 
loanwords to fit into the phonological systems of their languages. As Liberman, Harris, 
Hoffman, and Griffith (1957:358) put it, ‘a person who is newly exposed to the sounds of a 
strange language finds it necessary to categorize familiar acoustic continua in unfamiliar 
ways.’ The same mechanism applies to everyday communication when we listen to speech: 
we cast many sounds to which we are exposed into ‘one or another of the phoneme categories 
that [our] language allows’ (ibid.). In fact, ‘the main task of phoneme perception systems in 
the brain is to enable [a] perceptual equivalence’ between related speech sounds (Binder 
2016:447). Psychological research (Kuhl 1991; Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, and 
Lindblom 1992; Feldman, Griffiths, and Morgan 2009) has demonstrated that listeners tend to 
cluster perceptual stimuli, i.e., speech sounds, into prototypes which act as ‘perceptual 
magnets’, a phenomenon that has been dubbed the ‘perceptual magnet effect’ (Kuhl 1991).  
 In situations of bilingualism and intensive language contact as well, speakers are 
continuously exposed to input from a second language. The conflict between incongruent 
phonological properties of languages in contact can be solved in terms of phonological 
adaptation, as in the Mayan/Spanish case in §30.2, but it can also lead to the introduction of 
new phonological distinctions in an RL (for a recent collection of case studies on Romance-
Germanic bilingual phonology, see Yavaş, Kehoe, and Cardoso 2017). Based on the 
assumption that language experience alters perception (Kuhl, Lacerda, Stevens, and Lindblom 
1992), Blevins (2017) has hypothesized that external (i.e., foreign) phonetic prototypes may 
be internalized by RL speakers and act as new catalyzers in an RL. A paper by Egurtzegi 
(2017) provides an elegant analysis of phonological borrowing in terms of the role of the 
perceptual magnet effect. Modern Basque dialects normally only have five contrastive vowels 
(Michelena 1977:47), /i, e, a, o, u/, but Zuberoan (Souletin) and the neighbouring Mixean 
variety of low Navarrese also have the front rounded high vowel phoneme /y/. See the 
following minimal pair (Lafon 1962). 
 
7 hun vs hün 
 ‘good’  ‘marrow’ 
 
 Speakers of Zuberoan and low Navarrese have been in close and sustained contact with 
speakers of the Romance variety of Bearnese Gascon. Egurtzegi (2017) claims that /u/-
fronting, which eventually led to /y/, is due to the influence of the neighbouring Gallo-
Romance languages Gascon and French, which possess a /u/ vs /y/ contrast. Since /y/ is a 
perceptually salient vowel (Blevins 2017:107), it might have acted as a prototype attracting 
tokens of the phonetically close /u/. 
 While this Basque case illustrates an additive effect of borrowing, the next case illustrates 
contact-induced phonological loss, more precisely a case of loss occurring in the context of 
language attrition. Standard Italian, just like most central and southern Italo-Romance 
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varieties, presents a singleton vs geminate contrast, yielding minimal pairs such as caro ‘dear’ 
vs carro ‘wagon’. Lucchese, the northern Tuscan variety spoken in Lucca, also displays 
distinctive consonantal length, but also shows an ongoing degemination process, which is 
variable in nature and mostly affects the alveolar trill (e.g., /ˈtɛrːa/ > [ˈtɛra] ‘land’) and 
sporadically, other consonants as well (e.g., /maˈtːone/ > [maˈtone] ‘brick’). In a perception 
study conducted on 15 Lucchese-speaking immigrants in San Francisco (California), Celata 
and Cancila (2010) found that the weakening of the geminate opposition has gone far beyond 
the situation just described for the variety spoken in Lucca, apparently resulting in the loss — 
in perception —of the distinctive opposition, under the influence of English, which lacks 
distinctive consonant length. As a result, the test subjects were not able to discern between the 
pairs in (8a-c) (Celata and Cancila 2010:192). 
 
8 a [rː]-[r] caro lontano  carro lontano 
   [ˈkaro lonˈtano]  [ˈkarːo lonˈtano] 
   ‘distant relative’  ‘distant wagon’ 
 b [sː]-[s] casa aperta  cassa aperta  
   [ˈkasa aˈpɛrta]  [ˈkasːa aˈpɛrta] 
   ‘open house’  ‘open box’ 
 c [tː]-[t] in dote al matrimonio  indotte al matrimonio 
   [in ˈdɔte al matriˈmɔnjo]  [inˈdotːe al matriˈmɔnjo] 
   ‘as dowry for the marriage’  ‘induced to marriage’ 
 
 Thus far, we have seen the addition of a phonemic opposition (7) and the loss of a 
distinctive feature such as length (8), but as Campbell (1996:99) has claimed, ‘virtually all 
aspects of phonology can be borrowed’. As a matter of fact, phonological rules can be 
borrowed as well. A case in point is the French spoken at Quimper (Brittany), which is 
claimed to have borrowed a rule of stem-final devoicing from Breton (Vendryes 1921:339; 
see also Campbell 2013:79). In (9), a voiced fricative surfaces as voiceless in word-final 
position in Quimper French (9a); this devoicing does not occur, however, in standard French 
(9b). It does, however, occur in Breton (9c), the contact language of French in Quimper. In 
Breton, voiced obstruents surface as voiced before the plural suffix but are devoiced in word-
final position (Ternes 1970:127). 
 
9 a Quimper French /yn  ʃəˈmiːz  nœv/ > [ʃəˈmiːs  nœf] 
 b French /yn  ʃəˈmiːz  nœv/ > [ʃəˈmiːz  nœv] 
   ‘a new shirt’ 
 c Breton /korv/ > SG [korf]  vs  PL [korvew] 
   ‘body’ 
 
30.3.2 Prosodic borrowing 
Prosodic borrowing is the borrowing of categories, such as stress, rhythm, duration, 
prominence, and intonation (Lleó 2016). As such, it clearly can be classified as pattern 
borrowing. Judging from the scarcity of overview works on prosodic borrowing (a remarkable 
exception being the volume edited by Delais-Roussarie, Avanzi, and Herment 2015), it would 
seem that prosodic borrowing is an extremely rare phenomenon or, alternatively, that this 
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field is grossly understudied. Appearances are deceiving though. Publications dedicated to 
single case studies are abundant (Petit 1997; Vella 2003; Colantoni and Gurlekian 2004; 
O’Rourke 2005; studies in Matras and Sakel 2007a; Gabriel and Lleó 2011; ) and the interest 
in this area of research is rapidly increasing: see, for instance, works by Elordieta and Irurtzun 
(2016) on pitch accent tonal alignment in declarative sentences in Lekeitio Spanish spoken in 
the Basque Country; Enzinna (2016) on Spanish-influenced rhythm in Miami English; 
Colantoni (2011) on early peak alignment and downstep in Buenos Aires Spanish, attributable 
to contact with Italian. 
 I present here a case studied by Sichel-Bazin, Buthke, and Meisenburg (2015). It concerns 
two Gallo-Romance languages, Occitan and French, which have been in a centuries-long 
diglossic situation in southern France. The authors studied accentuation, phrasing, and 
intonation patterns. To investigate accentuation and prosodic phrasing, they performed a 
qualitative analysis on recordings of summaries of fairy tales and a pilot quantitative analysis 
based on acoustic characteristics of summaries of fairy tales produced by two bilingual 
speakers speaking Occitan and southern French or Occitan and Italian, while two monolingual 
northern French speakers served as a control group. To investigate intonation, they used 
questionnaires and analysed three sentence types: biased statements of the obvious (such as 
Occ. E ben es encenta de son òme! ‘She’s pregnant by her husband, of course!’), yes-no 
questions, and wh-questions. The authors found evidence for bidirectional contact influence. 
As for accentuation and phrasing, Occitan has contrastive lexical stress and therefore one 
would expect accentuation to be related to the phonological word. However, Occitan has 
borrowed from French the accentual phrase, a prosodic unit on which the French accentuation 
system is based: the accentual phrase may contain lexical words and clitics, obligatorily has 
final pitch accent hitting its last full syllable, and has an optional tonal rise at its left edge (for 
details, see Jun and Fougeron 2002). As for southern French, it has a certain degree of lexical 
stress and and is reminiscent of Occitan in its rhythmic patterns  (Sichel-Bazin, Buthke, and 
Meisenburg 2015:71). As for intonation, Sichel-Bazin, Buthke, and Meisenburg (2015:95) 
observe that ‘the degree of contact with Occitan, which correlates directly with the age of the 
speakers and the area they live in, has a clear influence on intonation in southern French’. 
Occitan and northern French share most contours in statements and questions. However, in 
statements of the obvious, they display different nuclear configurations, while southern 
French also uses the Occitan contour. In wh-questions, Occitan has falling contours, northern 
French has both rising contours (for wh-in-situ constructions) and falling ones (for wh-
movement), while southern French ‘tends to one or the other pole as a function of the 
intensity of contact with Occitan’ (Sichel-Bazin, Buthke, and Meisenburg 2015:71). 
 
30.3.3 Morphological borrowing 
Morphological borrowing is generally thought to be a rare phenomenon (for a recent debate, 
see Matras 2015 vs Thomason 2015), an assumption reflected in virtually all borrowability 
hierarchies, as we shall see in §30.6. Most such scales assume that derivational affixes are 
more easily transferable than highly bound inflexional affixes, an asymmetry attributed by 
Weinreich to their different levels of entrenchment in the grammar: ‘the fuller the integration 
of the morpheme, the less likelihood of transfer’ (Weinreich 1953:35). While, however, 
Meillet (1921:86) claimed that ‘there are no records that inflexions such as those in j’aimais 
[I=love.PST.IPFV.1SG], nous aimions [we love.PST.IPFV.1PL] have passed from one language to 
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another ’, counterevidence has come up precisely from Romance languages. Megleno-
Romanian, for example, is an eastern Romance language spoken by few thousand people in 
south-eastern Macedonia and northern Greece. In Megleno-Romanian dialects in close contact 
with Lower Vardar (south-eastern) Macedonian dialects (in particular the Gevgelija dialect), 
some first-conjugation verbs ending in the consonant cluster muta cum liquida display an 
exponent -m for the first-person singular of the present indicative (10a), whereas other 
Megleno-Romanian varieties do not display it (10c). Probably, the exponent -m was borrowed 
from neighbouring south-eastern Macedonian (10b) (Capidan 1925:159), although an 
alternative internal explanation of the phenomenon — in terms of a Megleno-Romanian 
conjugational restructuring — is also conceivable (see Friedman 2012:327). 
 
10 a Megleno-Romanian dialects antru-m 
   enter.PRS.1SG-1SG 
 b Macedonian nos-am 
   carry-PRS.1SG 
   ‘I carry’ 
 c Megleno-Romanian antr-u 
   enter-PRS.1SG 
   ‘I enter’ 
 
 As for derivational morphology, a well-known example is the borrowing of -able from 
French into English, cf. Fr. lav-able and Eng. wash-able (cf. Grant 2009; 2012). Cases of 
derivational borrowing are frequent, both in the Romance domain and crosslinguistically 
(Seifart 2013; 2017). As Gardani (2018; 2019) has recently shown, it appears that agent, 
patient, and instrument noun formatives are borrowed more frequently than other categories. 
To take one example, the Austronesian language Iloko, spoken in the northwest Luzon Island 
(Philippines), has borrowed from Spanish the agentive suffix -ero (feminine -era), which is 
used with both Spanish roots, e.g., partera ‘midwife’, and native roots, e.g., karaykayéra 
‘female raker’ (from karaykáy ‘foot of a bird; rake’) (Rubino 2005:346). 
 As we have seen in §30.3, borrowing can also entail the transfer of abstract structures, 
which are then instantiated with RL-native material. The Sicilian dialect of Pantiscu, spoken 
on the island of Pantelleria, 95km off the Sicilian coast and 67km from Tunisia, provides an 
elegant example of pattern borrowing. From the mid eighth century onwards, Pantelleria was 
prevalently Semitic-speaking (Tropea 1988:xli). Sicilian was introduced there no earlier than 
the seventeenth century and it was initially only spoken along the coast. Almost certainly, the 
Arabic-speaking population shifted towards Sicilian, imposing some Arabic linguistic traits 
onto Sicilian. One such trait was the realization of the pluperfect. A unique case in the 
Romance-speaking landscape is that in Pantiscu the pluperfect comes as a verbal periphrasis 
consisting of two finite forms (11a), unlike elsewhere in Italo-Romance where it is expressed 
by a periphrasis consisting of (finite) auxiliary + (non-finite) past participle (11c). The 
Pantiscu pluperfect pattern involves the third-person singular imperfect of the auxiliary èssiri 
‘be’, which is constant for all person-number cells, and the simple perfect inflected for 
person-number. Strikingly, this pattern largely matches the Semitic pattern, as the Maltese 
data in (11b) demonstrates. In Arabic, the first verb form is the imperfective past of the 
auxiliary kāna ‘be’, the second form is the perfective past of the lexical verb, and both forms 
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inflect for person, number, and gender. In Pantiscu, the aspectual difference is rendered by the 
use of the imperfect of the auxiliary and the perfect of the lexical verb, while the former, era, 
unlike Maltese, is an invariable third person singular form extended to all person and number 
combinations (cf. also Brincat 2003:104). 
 
11 a Pantiscu      
  èra  scrissi     
  be.PST.IPFV.3SG  write.PFV.1SG 
 c Maltese 
  kont  ktibt 
  be.PST.IPFV.1SG  write.PST.PFV.1SG 
 b Italian 
  avevo  scritto  
  have.PST.IPFV.1SG  write.PST.PTCP 
  ‘I had written’ 
 
 The Romance-Semitic contact leading to the borrowing of the pluperfect pattern in (11) 
dates back centuries. As Loporcaro, Kägi, and Gardani (2018:278) have observed, however, 
the effects of a new type of contact, that between Pantiscu and Italian, have started to manifest 
themselves. According to the data they collected in fieldwork in 2017, the Semitic-origin 
pattern is very well conserved in Pantiscu. However, while informants from the urban area 
tend to produce utterances such as (12a), which is clearly a calque on Italian (12b), informants 
from the rural areas reject the pan-Romance pluperfect in (12a) as ungrammatical. 
 
12 a Pantiscu Avía  putútu  kkattári tuttikósa! 
 b Italian Avevo  potuto  comprare tutto! 
   have.IPFV.1SG can.PST.PTCP buy.INF everything 
   ‘I had been able to buy everything!’ 
 
30.3.4 Syntactic borrowing 
Syntactic borrowing is the borrowing of structural patterns and rules and qualifies as 
prototypical pattern borrowing. Harris and Campbell (1995:120) wrote that ‘[s]yntactic 
borrowing is perhaps the most neglected and abused area of syntactic change’. As far as 
overview works are concerned, little has changed since then (for exceptions, see Bowern 
2008; Lucas 2012; Andersen 2016). However, a sustained number of dedicated works on 
syntactic borrowing in single contact settings have been published, and the Romance 
languages have played an important role in providing analyses of relevance for the general 
theory, as we will see in this section (as well as in §30.4). Syntactic borrowing mainly 
encompasses clausal syntax, sentential syntax, and word order (cf. Muysken 1996:121; 
Curnow 2001:432-3; Aikhenvald 2006:16), and the cases presented hereafter cover these 
three areas of syntax.  
 As for borrowing at the level of clausal syntax, a case in point is the innovative use of 
object clitic doubling in Nahuatl-influenced varieties of Spanish (Flores Farfán 2013:219; 
Dakin and Operstein 2017:9). Nahuatl is a non-configurational, agglutinative, head-marking 
language which makes extensive use of noun incorporation. A VP’s object is obligatorily 
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head-marked by means of an affix, as is visible in (13b), while this is not the case in Spanish 
(13c). However, it has been observed that in the variety of Spanish used by Nahuatl-Spanish 
bilinguals in Balsas, Guerrero, some Nahuas, when speaking Spanish, tend to insert an object 
clitic yielding constructions such as in (13a). Clearly, they impose a pattern of Nahuatl syntax 
onto their own variety of Spanish. 
 
13 a Nahuatl-influenced Spanish Usted los vende pescados? 
   you 3MPL.ACC= sell.PRS.3SG fish.PL 
 b Nahuatl ti-k-tlanamaka   peskaados? 
   you-OBJ-sell   fish.PL 
 c Standard Mexican Spanish Usted  vende  pescados? 
   you  sell.PRS.3SG fish.PL 
   ‘Do you sell fish?’ 
 
 At the level of sentential syntax, we find several cases of borrowed comparative 
constructions (cf. Stolz and Stolz 2001; Stolz 2013). A particularly intriguing case is 
discussed by Chamoreau (2012a); it concerns the domain of comparative constructions of 
superiority in Purepecha, an endangered language isolate spoken in Mexico, which has stood 
in contact with Spanish for nearly five centuries. By comparing adverbial clauses of 
comparison in Purepecha with comparative constructions both in the pre-contact recipient 
language, Lengua de Michoacan, and in Spanish, Chamoreau (2012a:68) convincingly 
demonstrates that a type of construction, consisting of a particle and a locative phrase (14), 
constitutes an innovation. It involves the Spanish-origin degree marker mas (Sp. más ‘more’) 
and the relator ke (Sp. que ‘that, than’), followed by entre ‘between’. 
 
14 Pedro mas sesi-e-s-ti    ke entre  Xwanu. 
 Pedro more good-PRED-AOR-ASRT.3 than between Xwanu 
 ‘Pedro is better than Xwanu.’ 
 
 In fact, this construction deviates both from comparative patterns in Spanish and the use of 
the locative preposition entre ‘between’ in Spanish. Chamoreau links this instance of creative 
borrowing to the cross-linguistic tendency ‘to connect comparison with location and to 
express comparison through the locative type’ (p. 70), a hypothesis which seems pertinent. 
The emergence of innovative hybrid structures such as the one just seen in Purepecha, is not 
rare in contact-induced change, as we will see in the discussion of Italo-Romance data in 
§30.4. 
 While the Purepecha case just discussed is limited to a specific type of comparative 
construction, a change with potentially far-reaching consequences for the syntax of the RL is 
found in Tetun Dili, an Austroneasian language of East Timor with a history of long and 
intensive contact with Portuguese since the late 1700s, which led to a process of Lusification 
(Williams-van Klinken, Hajek, and Nordlinger 2002:1). As observed by Hajek (2006), Tetun 
Dili has been shifting from parataxis towards an increasing use of hypotaxis realized by 
means of conjunctions and coordinators. While native mechanisms to express inter-clausal 
relations do exist in Tetun Dili, they are not obligatory and are generally omitted, and the 
comparative evidence shows that other East Timor languages (including conservative Tetun) 
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prefer unmarked clause chaining. In Tetun Dili, the native inter-clausal chaining mechanisms 
have been reinforced, apparently by the use of Portuguese conjunctions and patterns, and the 
contact-induced hypothesis is supported by the fact that hypotaxis is especially frequent in 
higher registers. As the data in (15) show, native and borrowed forms and patterns can either 
be absent (o´ hakarak, bele ba´ uma), or appear as alternatives (se o´ hakarak, … or o´ 
hakarak karik, …), or coexist (se o´ hakarak karik, …) (Hajek 2006:172). 
 
15 (se) o´ hakarak (karik), bele ba´ uma 
 (if) you.SG want  (perhaps), can go house 
 ‘If you want, you can go home.’ 
 
 Another clear example of syntactic borrowing at the level of sentential syntax is the 
innovative postposed relative clause in Basque (Jendraschek 2006:152; Trask 1998:320). 
Basque has a basic SOV word order and exhibits all the typological properties commonly 
associated with this word order pattern, such as having preposed modifiers and being 
exclusively postpositional (Trask 1998:320). The only deviation from this virtually perfect 
SOV order concerns relative clauses. Generally, in Basque a finite relative clause precedes its 
head and does not involve any relative pronoun, while subordination is marked by a suffix -n 
on the finite verb, as in (16). 
 
16 lore-a-k eman dizki-o-da-n    neska hor dago 
 flower-DET-PL give PRS.3PL.ABS-3SG.IO-1SG.ERG-REL girl there be.PRS.3SG 
 ‘The girl I gave the flowers to is right here.’ 
 
 However, a typologically divergent relativization pattern of the SVO type has emerged in 
certain parts of the country and gained ground, especially among uneducated speakers (Trask 
1998:320). It involves the use of a native Basque interrogative word zein functioning as a 
relative pronoun, while the pattern itself was borrowed from the Romance neighbours of 
Basque. This pattern is exemplified in (17): here, the head neska ‘the girl’ precedes the VP 
and the relative clause is introduced by the pronoun zeini. Interestingly, the subordinating 
suffix -n that we saw in (16), still occurs on the finite verb, suggesting that the innovative 
relative clause construction in (17) represents a transition stage between the genuine Basque 
construction and the Romance pronominal relativization strategy. 
 
17 neska zein-i  lore-a-k eman dizki-o-da-n 
 girl which-DAT flower-DET-PL give PRS.3PL.ABS-3SG.IO-1SG.ERG-REL 
 ‘The girl to whom I gave the flowers’ 
 
 Often, word order has been viewed as the ‘easiest sort of syntactic feature to borrow or 
acquire via language shift’ (Thomason and Kaufman 1988:55). Crucially, some authors have 
maintained ‘that certain of the word order types […] come to exist only through foreign 
influence. Thus, contact and borrowing have important consequences for proposed universals 
of word order and even for the very definition of universals in general’ (Harris and Campbell 
1995:137). Not surprisingly, the literature is full of examples. For Romance, most of them 
concern cases of contact with Spanish (e.g., Camacho 1999; Ocampo and Klee 1995; Odlin 
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1990) but not exclusively (e.g., Cognola 2011). A simple case of word order pattern 
borrowing is found in Alsace French, where it was induced by contact with German. Example 
(18) shows convergence between Alsace French (18a) and German (18b), in contrast with 
standard French (18c), as regards the placement of the non-finite verb at the end of the clause 
in declarative main clauses (Petit 1997:1236f.). 
 
18 a Alsace French Il faut  ça aussi écrire. 
   EXPL need.PRS.3SG this also write.INF 
 b German Man muss  das auch schreiben. 
   IMPR need.PRS.3SG  this also write.INF 
 c French Il faut  écrire  ça aussi.  
   EXPL need.PRS.3SG write.INF this also 
   ‘This has to be written too.’ 
 
 Most of the time, changes in word order are introduced by means of single borrowed 
constructions and, if they are reinforced by borrowed constructions with similar typological 
types, they can lead to major typological change. To take one example, Hill and Hill (2004) 
have shown that the borrowing of the Spanish particle de ‘of, from’ has been instrumental in 
producing a word order shift in Malinche Mexicano, a modern variety of Nahuatl spoken in 
Tlaxcala and Puebla on the slopes of the Malinche Volcano. Sixteenth-century Nahuatl was a 
language with a word order type corresponding to Hawkins’ (1983) type 6 (V-l/Po/NG/AN), 
that is, it was strongly verb-initial, with left-dislocation of arguments to a position before the 
verb clearly associated with topicalization, displayed a strong preference for Noun-Genitive 
order, a productive use of locative postpositions, and rigid adjective-noun order. Under the 
influence of Spanish, a prepositional non-rigid V-medial language, Malinche Mexicano has 
moved in the direction of Hawkins’ (1983) word order type 2 (V-l/Pr/NG/AN), displaying an 
increasing use of prepositional structures, while reducing the use of postpositional locative 
suffixes. Seemingly, the starting point of this development was indigenous locative 
expressions with relational nouns in Locative-Noun order (i.e., prepositional order), with an 
adjunctor in. At some point, Spanish de started replacing in (or being cliticized to it) leading 
speakers to equate relational nouns with Spanish prepositions and to reanalyse de as a genitive 
marker (note that den in (19a, c) is de ‘of’ + in ‘DET’). Subsequently, speakers started omitting 
possessive formatives on some elements, such as locative and possessive expressions, 
yielding (19a). 
 
19 a Malinche Mexicano miec  omi-tl   den micquē-tl 
  many  bone-ABS  of.DET dead.body-ABS 
 b Spanish muchos huesos   de un muerto 
  many  bones   of DET dead 
 c Nahuatl miec in ī-omi-yō  den micquē-tl  
  many DET POSS.3SG-bone-COLL of.DET dead.body-ABS

  ‘many bones of a dead person’ 
 
30.4 The upper limits of borrowing 
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In §30.2, I said that the basic types of effects induced by language contact on an RL are 
innovative and conservative effects. Sometimes, these occur to such an amplified extent that 
they induce far more extreme changes. To these belong mainly the emergence of linguistic 
areas, typological change (see, for instance, Flores Farfán 2018 and Olko, Borges, and 
Sullivan 2018), creolization (see, for example, Sessarego 2017), and the emergence of mixed 
languages. In this section, I will briefly discuss cases pertaining to areal formation and 
bilingual mixed languages. 
 Current discussions of areality point to pattern borrowing as a main factor for the 
diffusion of structural traits and the development of linguistic areas (known by the German 
term Sprachbünde, singular Sprachbund, lit. ‘language league’): see, for instance, Ross 
(2001), Donohue (2012), and papers in Hickey (2017). Sprachbünde are characterized by a 
structural convergence of three or more languages which come to share a number of 
grammatical features, within a certain geographic area. Romance linguistics has contributed 
decisively to the concept of linguistic areas: one of the best known cases of a Sprachbund and, 
in fact, the first to attract the interest of researchers (Kopitar 1829), is the Balkan Sprachbund 
(Sandfeld 1930; Joseph 1983). In the Balkan Sprachbund, the shared elements include 
patterns of argument marking (such as clitic doubling, a tendency away from inflexional case 
marking, a recipient/possessor inflexional syncretism, and many more (cf. Lindstedt 2014). 
 As often it is not clear which is the source and which is the recipient of change, we do not 
yet know exactly how linguistic areas emerge. It appears, however, almost uncontroversial 
that Sprachbünde are the result of ‘mutual reinforcement’ of trends (Lindstedt 2000). One 
mechanism leading to such reinforcement is contact-induced grammaticalization (Heine 1994; 
Heine and Kuteva 2003; 2005), that is, a grammaticalization process is transferred from an SL 
to an RL. As a matter of fact, Romance languages are involved not only in the Balkan 
Sprachbund but also in the emergence of other possible linguistic areas — not Sprachbünde 
stricto sensu though —, such as the Alps (cf. Seiler 2004) and the south of Italy (e.g., Höhn, 
Silvestri, and Squillaci, 2017). It is in the context of studies on the influence of Greek on 
southern Italo-Romance varieties that the role of replica grammaticalization has received the 
attention it deserves (see Ledgeway 2013; Ledgeway, Schifano, and Silvestri 2018). As is 
well known (Rohlfs 1937; 1977), the centuries-long coexistence and linguistic contact 
between speakers of Italo-Romance varieties and speakers of Italo-Greek, viz. Greko in 
Calabria and Griko in Salento, have yielded a considerable amount of structural convergence. 
As Ledgeway (2013) neatly shows, in this area contact has often not resulted in the mere 
copying of forms or structures; rather, speakers have reanalysed existing Romance features 
and patterns, such as, for instance, dative and genitive, finite and infinitival complementation, 
determiner usage and verb movement to adjust to the Greek model. To take a concrete 
example, the syntax of Palizzese, a southern Calabrian variety, shows a convergence towards 
Greko (20b) in that it allows, besides infinitival complementation — as expected in an Italo-
Romance language (20c) — also finite complement clauses such as in (20a), on the model of 
Italo-Greek (20b) (data from Squillaci 2017:6f.). To be sure, in both southern Calabrian and 
Greko infinitival complementation has been maintained alongside competing finite mi /na 
clauses, in conjunction with a class of restructuring predicates (cf. 21 and see Ledgeway 2013, 
for a detailed discussion). 
 
20 a Palizzese Vogghiu mi vaiu. 
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 b Greko θelo na pao. 
   want.PRS.1SG PTC.IRR go.PRS.1SG 
 c Italian Voglio andare. 
   want.PRS.1SG go.INF 
   ‘I want to go.’ 
 
21 Egò tus àcua  platèttsi / na platèttsusi.  
 I them= hear.PST.1SG talk.INF / that talk.SBJV.3PL 
 ‘I heard them talking.’ 
 
 Another revealing example from the contact between Italo-Romance and Italo-Greek 
shows that language contact can result in innovative hybrid patterns (cf. also the Purepecha 
case in 14). The same southern Calabrian variety, Palizzese, displays a genitive structure that 
apparently calques the Greek dative-genitive syncretism; in reality, however, as Ledgeway 
(2013:193) has shown, this is not an autonomous genitive structure but rather ‘a hybrid 
structure in which the indirect object is referenced in part through dative marking on the 
verbal head [nci] and in part through genitive marking on the nominal dependent [da]’ (cf. 
example (22) from Squillaci 2017:6-7). 
 
22 a Palizzese nci desi  u regalu da figghiola. 
 b Greko tis edoka  to kaloma ti miccedda. 
   to.her= give.PST.1SG DET gift DET.GEN girl 
 c Italian Ho dato  il regalo alla bambina. 
   have.PRS.1SG give.PTCP DET gift to.DET girl 
   ‘I’ve given the gift to the girl.’ 
 
 The second type of contact-induced phenomenon addressed in this section are mixed 
languages, which are a type of contact language that arises as the result of the fusion of two 
languages, normally in situations of bilingualism, and emerge in situations of severe social 
upheaval (Meakins 2013, 2016; Bakker 2017). Accordingly, mixed languages cannot be 
classified following the standard historical-comparative method. Mixed languages come in 
three main types: a) grammar-lexicon mixes, b) structural mixes, and c) converted languages. 
Two Romance languages, Spanish and French, are involved in the emergence of cases of (a) 
and (b) (for the third type such as Sri Lanka Malay, see the overview in Meakins 2013). 
 Media Lengua (Muysken 1997) is a mixed language spoken in Central Ecuador by a 
Quechuan group known as the Obreros. It qualifies as grammar-lexicon mix type, for its 
morphosyntactic frame is essentially Quechua, while around 90% of the vocabulary is 
Spanish as the result of a relexification process. The pattern of Spanish stems with Quechuan 
suffixes is clearly visible in (23). 
 
23 Unu fabur-ta pidi-nga-bu bini-xu-ni. (Muysken 1997b: 365) 
 one favour-ACC ask-NOM-BEN come-PROG-1 
 ‘I come to ask a favour.’  
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 Michif (Bakker 1997; 2017) is the mixed Cree-French language of the Canadian Metis, 
originated probably in the early 1800s out of mixed marriages between Plains Cree-speaking 
women and French Canadian fur traders. Michif qualifies as a structural mix for its great 
degree of structural mixing: the verbal system is Cree, the nominal system is French, and 
accordingly, its vocabulary is composed of mostly Cree verbs and mostly French nouns (cf. 
Meakins 2013:173). The NP-VP split is clearly observable in (24) (Bakker 1997:6). 
 
24 êkwa pâstin-am sa bouche ôhi le loup ê-wî-otin-át. 
 and open-he.it POSS.F mouth this.OBV DET.M wolf COMP-want-take-he.him 
 ‘And when the wolf came to him, he opened his mouth.’  
 
30.5 Linguistic factors favouring grammatical borrowing 
‘A language accepts foreign structural elements only when they correspond to its tendencies 
of development’ (Jakobson 1938:54, in the translation provided by Weinreich 1953:25). Many 
general claims, such as this, and universals concerning grammatical borrowing have been put 
forward in the contact literature, often in terms of the structural requirements necessary for 
borrowing even to occur. But this quotation from Jakobson is the quintessence of the most 
widespread belief in the language-contact literature: structural compatibility between SL and 
RL favours borrowing while typological disharmony inhibits it (see Field 2002:42; Sebba 
1998; Weinreich 1953:44; Winford 2005:387). Intuitively, this proposal appears to go in the 
right direction: it should be easier to borrow patterns that are similar to, thus compatible with, 
those native of an RL than structurally incompatible patterns. The areas of grammar in which 
structural compatibility between SL and RL are often considered relevant in the literature 
include word order, morpheme order, the existence of one and the same feature, and matches 
in terms of how this feature is realized (cf. Meakins and O’Shannessy 2012:220). As far as the 
existence of a feature in both languages is concerned, a case in point is the borrowing in 
Mesoamerican languages of the Spanish diminutive suffixes -ito and -ita, discussed by 
Chamoreau (2012b). The author shows that Mesoamerican languages that lack grammatical 
gender distinctions realize diminutivization only by the suffix -ito. However, Yucatec Maya, 
which has a weak grammatical gender distinction (expressed by prefixes, for examples, in 
semi-pairs such as j-meenwaaj ‘baker.M’ vs x-meenjanal ‘cook.F’), accepts both the masculine 
marker -ito and the feminine marker -ita and applies them to native lexical roots. In (25), -ita 
occurs on an adjective that agrees in gender with a noun denoting an instrinsically female 
human (Chamoreau 2012b:84). 
 
25 Yucatec Maya bek’ech-ita u y-íits’in.  
  thin-DIM.F ERG.3SG POSS-younger.sister 
  ‘His younger sister is slender.’ 
 
 Thus, in Yucatec Maya, the preexistence of a grammatical gender distinction, though 
weak, seems to support the borrowing of gender marking formatives from Spanish. New 
research has, indeed, confirmed that structural compatibility plays an important role in 
borrowing (Law in preparation; Mithun in preparation; Ralli in preparation; Souag in 
preparation). However, many authors have expressed doubts about considering structural 
similarity a factor favouring borrowing, for ‘borrowing and language contact can introduce 
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structures to a language which are not harmonious with existing structures’ (Harris 
and Campbell 1995:150). Again, it is the Romance ‘contactosphere’ that provides 
counterevidence. For example, Flores Farfán (2008:38f.) observes that Hispanicized varieties 
of Nahuatl are shifting towards more analytic structures under the influence of Spanish. The 
VP in (26a) marks the object by means of a dedicated formative, but the object NP is not 
incorporated, as one would expect from polysynthetic Nahuatl (26c). Example (26a) clearly 
represents a pattern converging towards Spanish (26b). As a matter of fact, this is becoming 
the default usage in highly Hispanicized speech, at least in bilinguals, whereas the 
polysynthetic structure in (26c) is characteristic of more conservative modern Nahuatl 
varieties. 
 
26 a Hispanized Nahuatl _-ki-chiiwa tlaxkahli. 
   3S-3O-make tortilla 
 b Spanish Ella hace tortillas. 
   she make.PRS.3SG tortillas  
 c Nahuatl _-tlaxkal-chiiwa. 
   3S-tortilla-make 
   ‘She makes tortillas.’ 
 
 Even stronger claims about the unsuitability of structural similarity as a factor favouring 
borrowing were made by Babel and Pfänder (2014:254), and Seifart (2015:92) claims that 
structural similarity between a source language and a recipient language ‘plays at best a minor 
role in determining the extent of affix borrowing’. 
 Another factor which has repeatedly be claimed to favour borrowing is the presence of 
functional gaps in an RL (see Hale 1975; Heath 1978:115; among many others). As Harris 
and Campbell (1995:128) aptly note, the claim that the lack of shared structural similarity 
may trigger borrowing stands ‘[q]uite in opposition to the spirit of the structural-compatibility 
hypothesis’, while being still ‘akin to it in many ways’. The basic idea is that borrowing may 
exercise a therapeutic function in that it fills functional gaps. When a language A lacking 
some features or patterns comes in contact with a language B possessing them, the speakers of 
A may perceive these gaps and, once they become more familiar with B, adopt B as a model 
to fill those gaps. However, this claim has been met with scepticism, and some scholars have 
either dismissed it as untenable in theoretical terms (Brody 1987:508) or shown that the 
existence of functional gap plays no role in facilitating the borrowing process (see, for 
instance, Gardani 2008:88 and Thomason 2015:42). 
 In studies focusing on morphological borrowing (Gardani 2012:92), it was observed that 
such structural factors as morphotactic transparency, which obtains when the morphological 
segmentation of affixes is easily perceivable (cf. Dressler et al. 1987:102), and biuniqueness,  
that is, the relational invariance between signans and signatum (cf. Dressler 1999:404), do, in 
fact, have a boosting effect on inflexional borrowing. 
 At the current state of our knowledge, however, it appears reasonable to say that for all 
linguistic predictors claimed to boost or inhibit borrowing (for a quite exhaustive list, see 
Aikhenvald 2006:26-36), no definitive answers can be provided. Only statistical analyses 
based on large data sets will allow us to better understand the dynamics of grammatical 
borrowing. 
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30.6 Borrowability hierarchies 
Reasonably, one can agree with van Coetsem (1988:3) that ‘language has a constitutional 
property of stability; certain components or domains of language are more stable and more 
resistant to change (e.g., phonology), while other such domains are less stable and less 
resistant to change (e.g., vocabulary)’. As a matter of fact, one of the research questions 
which have most intrigued scholars of language contact is how different elements of language 
react to language contact and how prone they are to borrowing. In this context, a number of 
claims have been made concerning the resistance of grammar to borrowing in terms of 
rankings, often referred to as borrowability scales (e.g., Whitney 1881; Haugen 1950; 
Moravcsik 1978:110-13; Thomason and Kaufman 1988:74-76; Field 2002; Matras 2007; for 
useful overviews, see Matras 2009:153-65 and Wohlgemuth 2009:11-17), most of which are 
constructed on parts-of-speech (nouns, verbs, etc.) and distinctive analytic units (phoneme, 
morpheme, etc.). A far more promising approach, in my view, consists in investigating which 
modules and submodules of grammar (phonology, syntax, etc.) are more, or less, susceptible 
to borrowing. Probably, the proposal which best serves this goal is the famous borrowing 
scale by Thomason and Kaufman (1988:74-76), summarized in Table 30.1, which predicts the 
degree of borrowing based on the degree of contact intensity.  
 
Table 30.1: Thomason and Kaufman’s (1988) borrowing scale 
  

Casual contact Level 1 - content words 
 
 

Level 2 - function words (conjunctions, adverbial particles) 
- minor phonological features 
- minor syntactic features 
- minor lexical semantic features 

Level 3 - adpositions 
- derivational suffixes 
- phonemicization of previous allophones 
- slight syntactic switches 

Level 4 - new phonemes 
- word order changes 
- inflectional borrowing 

 
Intense contact 

Level 5 - new morphophonemic rules 
- changes in word structure rules 
- major changes in morphosyntax 

 
 In a nutshell, the rationale behind each borrowability hierarchy is that the degree of 
resistance of grammar to borrowing covaries with their degree of systematicity (Tesnière 
1939:85). Driven by the basic conviction that ‘lexicon, morphology, and syntax form a 
continuum of symbolic units serving to structure conceptual content for expressive purposes’ 
(Langacker 1987:35), Gardani (2008; 2012) has studied inflexional borrowing in a 
crosslinguistic sample by distinguishing between submodules of inflexion. Adopting the 
distinction theorized by Booij (1996) between inherent inflexion (i.e., independent from the 
syntactic context) and contextual inflexion (required by the syntactic context), Gardani 
demonstrates that formatives pertaining to the one or the other submodule display different 
degrees of borrowing frequency. Specifically, Gardani finds that inherent-inflexional 
formatives such as nominal plural are more highly borrowable than contextual-inflexional 
ones. The following example of borrowing of a Greek formative -ades (27b), rendered as 
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V[dz], in Aromanian (27a) (Gardani 2008:65), contrasted with Daco-Romanian (27c) is a case 
in point. 
 
27 a Aromanian dumnidz-(á)dz 
   god-PL 
 b Greek psará-des 
   fisherman-PL 
 c Romanian dumneze-i 
   god-PL 
 
 Similarly, Matras (2007:37-39, 60) has proposed tentative subhierarchies for phonology and 
syntax and has observed, for example, that prosody is more prone to borrowing than segmental 
phonology. Such detailed analyses, however, are exceptional in the literature and represent an 
urgent desideratum, to which the Romance data can contribute significantly. 
 
30.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has examined evidence drawn from the Romance-speaking world to show the 
enormous potential that the Romance languages have to contribute to contact linguistics. A 
number of diverse case studies were discussed, covering contact between a Romance and a 
non-Romance language, contact between two Romance languages, settings in which a 
Romance language is the RL and others in which a Romance language was the SL, cases of 
locally circumscribed contact and of areal diffusion. I have presented a selection of recent 
research in the field of grammatical borrowing and discussed claims and universals proposed 
in the literature regarding the principles of borrowing. The evidence at our disposal clearly 
confirms that ‘[n]o linguistic feature — be it a form, or a pattern — is entirely “borrowing-
proof”’ (Aikhenvald 2006:2). However, I have argued that, given our current state of 
knowledge, it is not possible to provide a serious, non-intuitive assessment of predictions 
concerning the differential borrowability of different submodules of grammar, for a statistical 
evaluation of large data corpora, both crosslinguistically and across Romance, is 
indispensable in order to attain this goal. This is the most urgent and promising line of 
research for the future. 
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